New compact representations of infinite graphs are investigated. Finite automata are used to represent labelled hypergraphs which can be also multi-graphs. Our approach consists of a general framework where vertices are represented by a regular prefixfree language and edges are represented by a regular language and a function over tuples. We consider three different functions over tuples: given a tuple the first function returns its first difference, the second one returns its suffix and the last one returns its infixes. The first-difference function is substantially a direct generalization to infinite multi-hypergraphs of the representation introduced by Ehrenfeucht et al. for finite graphs. This representation, though very interesting for finite graphs, turns out to be quite unsatisfactory for infinite graphs. The other two functions we consider while preserving some interesting features of their representation also achieves a high expressive power. As a matter of fact, our formalism either with the suffix or infix function results to be more powerful than the equational graphs introduced by Courcelle and the simple graphs defined by Caucal. The monadic second order theories of these two classes of graphs are undecidable, but still many interesting graph properties are decidable. The use of a regular prefixfree language to represent the vertices allows (fixed the language of the edges) to express a graph by a labelled tree, moreover, the use of finite automata to represent the edges allows the verification of graph properties.
Introduction
Infinite graphs have been intensively used for modelling non-terminating concurrent programs and, often, turn out to be very useful in studying properties of large graphs. In this context the use of a suitable graph representation has a relevant significance in terms of efficient computations and expressiveness. Succinctness, expressiveness and decidability of the main graph properties are goals to pursue in a graph representation. In the last decade, many efforts have been done to obtain small specifications of graphs. A well supported idea has been that of representing graphs by expressions or trees [1, 6, 15] .
In [3] , Bauderon et al. define finite hyper-graphs in a compositional way, that is they use graph expressions built from basic ones by applications of simple graph operations corresponding to hyper-edge replacements. Systems of graph equations with this kind of expressions provide a way to define infinite hyper-graphs, called equational graphs [7] . In the recent paper [2] , the class of simple equational hypergraphs is extended by allowing vertex replacement. This way it is obtained a characterization of the class of simple graphs whose monadic second-order theory is decidable and that strictly contains the simple equational graphs [5] .
Another way to specify finite graphs, recently introduced by Ehrenfeucht et al. [9] , relies on finite prefix-free languages of strings whose alphabets have themselves a graph structure. The alphabet is a loop-free finite graph and the vertices are words from a finite prefix-free language. There is an edge between two vertices if and only if the pair of the first two symbols, at which the two corresponding strings differ (first difference), is an edge of the alphabet graph. In this paper we introduce a new way for specifying infinite hyper-graphs via regular languages. Our approach consists of a general framework where vertices are represented by a regular prefixfree language as in [9] and edges are represented by a regular language P and a function f over tuples with the meaning that the considered graph has an edge linking the ordered sequence of vertices x 1 , . . . , x k if f (x 1 , . . . , x k ) ∩ P = ∅. We consider three different functions over tuples: first, suffix and infix. For a tuple x 1 , . . . , x k , first(x 1 , . . . , x k ) gives the first difference that occurs in x 1 , . . . , x k , that is the tuple of first symbols of the words obtained from x 1 , . . . , x k cutting their common longest prefix, if there exist i and j such that x i = x j . In the other case, first(x 1 , . . . , x k ) = {(x 1 , . . . , x k )}. In an analogous way, the function suffix(x 1 , . . . , x k ) gives the suffix of (x 1 , . . . , x k ), that is the tuple obtained from x 1 , . . . , x k cutting their common longest prefix, and infix(x 1 , . . . , x k ) gives the infixes of (x 1 , . . . , x k ), that is the prefixes of the words obtained from x 1 , . . . , x k by cutting their longest common prefix. Our graph representation with the function first is substantially a direct generalization to infinite multi-hyper-graphs of the representation introduced in [9] for finite graphs. This representation, though very interesting for finite graphs, turns out to be inadequate when the goal is the representation of infinite graphs. The main reason of this is that, among the infinite graphs, we are able only to represent graphs with an infinite degree or that are the union of infinitely many maximally connected subgraphs of finite size. The other two functions we consider provide a higher expressive power to our representation. The suffix-based representation (suffix-representable graphs) is less expressive than the one based on the infixes (infix-representable graphs) relatively to labelled graphs while it is equivalent to this last on the unlabelled graphs. Other advantages in using the infixes are a more concise representation and a higher expressive power in the case of a finite P for both labelled and unlabelled graphs.
Our approach preserves the finite representation of the (possibly infinite) graphs and allows to specify a meaningful class of infinite hyper-graphs. As a matter of fact, both the classes of suffix-representable graphs and infix-representable graphs result to be strictly larger than the class of equational graphs [7] and the class of simple graphs introduced in [5] . In a similar way as in [9] , the use of regular languages allows us to inherit concepts and ideas from the formal language theory and use them for graphs. In particular we are interested in the relationships between language operations and graph operations: the relevance of this investigation is due to the possibility of performing graph transformations by manipulating the regular languages used for the graph representation. The main classes of graphs we introduce have an undecidable monadic second order theory but it is still possible for them to answer some typical graph questions, which may be difficult when infinite graphs are considered, such as the existence of a sink, a source, a transient or an isolated vertex, and to determine for example the degree of a vertex. Moreover, the use of a regular prefix-free language to represent the vertices allows (fixed the language of the edges) to express a graph by a labelled tree.
In Section 2 we introduce some notation and formally define our representation. The suffix-representable graphs are compared to the equational graphs in Section 3 and to the simple graphs introduced by Caucal in Section 4. In Section 5 the class of infix-representable graphs is compared to the class of suffix-representable graphs and some graph properties and algorithms are studied. Finally, in Section 6, we give few conclusions and address some future directions of this research.
Graph representation over a regular language of tuples
In this section we introduce a new framework to represent multi-hyper-graphs. We start giving some basic definitions and introducing the notation we will use throughout this paper. We suppose that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of formal languages (see for example [12] ) and only recall that L is said prefix-free if for every distinct x, y ∈ L it holds that x is not a prefix of y. In the following we will use N to denote the set of the non-negative integers. A multiset ms over a finite set ∆ is a mapping from ∆ into N ∪ {∞} and ms(a) is said the multiplicity of a, for a ∈ ∆. The set of the multisets over ∆ is denoted by MS(∆) and the multiset mapping a into 0 for any a ∈ ∆ is denoted by 0. Given two multisets ms and ms , we say that ms ≤ ms if ms(a) ≤ ms (a) for every a ∈ ∆ and we denote with ms + ms the multiset mapping each a ∈ ∆ into ms(a) + ms (a). Moreover, for each a ∈ ∆, with ms − ms we denote the multiset mapping a into ms(a) − ms (a), if ms(a) − ms (a) ≥ 0 and ms (a) < ∞, and 0, otherwise. Obviously,
Sometimes in the following we denote the multisets which are also sets with the usual set notation.
In this paper we deal with directed labelled hyper-graphs which can be also multi-graphs, that is they can have many hyper-edges linking any ordered tuple of vertices. We consider a directed labelled hyper-edge as given by a sequence of vertices (v 1 , . . . , v k ) and a multiset ms, with the meaning that there are exactly ms(a) directed hyper-edges linking v 1 , . . . , v k and labelled by a ∈ ∆. We denote each of them with ((v 1 , . . . , v k ), a) and we say that a hyper-edge is incident to each of the vertices v 1 , . . . , v k that it links. Note that we are not interested in distinguishing among hyper-edges linking the same tuple of vertices and having the same label. Labels are taken from a ranked alphabet, that is a pair (∆, τ) where ∆ is an alphabet and τ is a mapping from ∆ into the set of positive integers.
Note that the length of a hyper-edge is upperbounded by τ (∆) = max{ τ (a)/ a ∈ ∆}. From now on, if it is not differently stated we will use the word graph for a labelled hyper-graph and its hyper-edges are simply called edges. Moreover, we will often denote with
. . , v k ) = 0} the set of the hyper-edges of G. In Section 4 we will consider simple graphs, that is graphs whose labelling function gives mappings from ∆ into {0, 1}. A subgraph of a graph G = (V, lab) is a graph G = (V , lab ) such that
then G is said to be the subgraph of G induced by V and we denote it by G |V . Let G = (V, lab) be a graph and ≈ be an equivalence relation on V . We define the quotient graph, denoted by G ≈ , the graph (V ≈ , lab ≈ ) where:
). Finally, we define the limit of a succession of finite graphs. Let {G n } n>0 be a succession of finite graphs, we say that a (possibly infinite) graph G, denoted by lim n G n , is the limit for n → ∞ of the succession {G n } n>0 if G n ⊆ G for all n > 0 and for all finite subsets of vertices V of G there exists an n such that G |V ⊆ G n . A succession of finite graphs {G n } n>0 such that G n = (V n , lab n ) and G n ⊆ G n+1 is said to be a monotonic succession of graphs and we have that lim n G n = ( n>0 V n , lim n lab n ). Note that {lab n } n>0 is a monotonic succession of functions, thus its limit always exists. The following result holds. Proposition 2.2. Given two monotonic successions of finite graphs {G n } n>0 and {G n } n>0 such that G n is isomorphic to G n for n > 0, then lim n G n is isomorphic to lim n G n .
Proof. Directly from the definition of limit of a monotonic succession of graphs.
In the rest of this section we introduce a new way of representing graphs. We represent the vertices by a prefix-free regular language and the edges by a language recognized by a synchronized finite automaton (parallel regularity) with multiple tapes along with a function over tuples. The synchronized automaton we consider is a simplified version of the r-tape one-way acceptors introduced by Rabin and Scott (see [11] for a survey). A synchronized finite automaton with multiple heads and multiple tapes is used to accept languages of tuples of words: the length of each tuple is less than or equal to the number of the tapes. Each head has its own tape and moves leftwards at each computational step to read the next input symbol until the end of the word on its tape is reached. All the heads which have not reached yet the end of the words on their tape move synchronously. More formally, we have the following definition: Definition 2.3. Let r be a positive integer number. A synchronized r-tape finite automaton, denoted by r-FA, is a tuple (Q, Σ, , q 0 , ∆, F ) where:
• Q is a finite set of states;
• Σ is an alphabet; • ∈ Σ is the blank symbol;
• q 0 is the initial state;
• F ⊆ Q is the set of final states; ) where m = max{|x 1 |, . . . , |x k |}. The language accepted by A, denoted by L(A), is said to be regular in parallel. Note that all the results concerning the closure properties and the decidability holding for the finite automaton still hold for the class of r-FA.
We represent a graph with a prefix-free language (the vertices), a function f over the tuples of vertices, a set of tuples P and a labelling function with the meaning that there is an edge with vertices x 1 , . . . , x k if f (x 1 , . . . , x k ) has a non-empty intersection with P and the labelling function maps one of the tuples belonging to this intersection into a multiset which differs from 0. Definition 2.4. Let Σ be an alphabet, (∆, τ) be a ranked alphabet, f be a mapping from ∞ j=1 (Σ + ) j into the subsets of ∞ j=1 (Σ + ) j which preserves the arity of tuples (i.e., f (x 1 , . . . , x k ) ⊆ (Σ + ) k ), L ⊆ Σ + be a regular prefix-free language, P ⊆ ∞ j=1 (Σ + ) j be such that P = m i=1 P i where P i is regular in parallel for all i = 1, . . . , m and lab be a total mapping from P into MS(∆) such that |lab(P i )| = 1 for all i = 1, . . . , m. We denote with gra(L, f, P, lab) the graph G = (L, lab ) where lab :
We say that the graph G is f -representable.
The function f can be defined in several ways. For example, consider the function first(x 1 , . . . , x k ) which gives the first difference occurring in x 1 , . . . , x k , that is the set containing the tuple of first symbols of the words obtained from x 1 , . . . , x k ∈ L cutting their common longest prefix, if there exist i and j such that x i = x j , and first(x 1 , . . . , x k ) = {(x 1 , . . . , x k )}, otherwise. Our graph representation with the function first is the obvious extension to infinite graphs of the graph representation introduced in [9] . It is easy to verify that any infinite graph which first-representable has either infinite degree or is the disjoint union of infinitely many maximally connected subgraphs of finite size, thus there are many interesting infinite graphs that are not captured by this representation.
In the rest of the paper we will focus on two classes of f -representable graphs obtained respectively via the functions suffix and infix. Functions suffix and infix give respectively the suffix and the infixes of a tuple. Intuitively, by suffix of a tuple (x 1 , . . . , x k ) we mean the tuple obtained from x 1 , . . . , x k by cutting their longest common prefix, if there exists i and j such that x i = x j , and the tuple itself, otherwise. This last case is important since allows us to represent self-loops in graphs. Definition 2.5. Let Σ be an alphabet. For any x 1 , . . . , x k ∈ Σ + we define suffix(x 1 , . . . , x k ) as the set containing either the k-tuple (a 1 y 1 , . . . , a k y k ), if x i = xa i y i , a i ∈ Σ and ∃j, m such that a j = a m , or the k-tuple (x 1 , . . . , x k ), otherwise.
Analogously, by infixes of a tuple (x 1 , . . . , x k ) we mean the tuples obtained from x 1 , . . . , x k by cutting their longest common prefix and ignoring an arbitrary suffix, if there exists i and j such that x i = x j , and the tuple of the infixes of the x j , otherwise. Definition 2.6. Let Σ be an alphabet. For any x 1 , . . . , x k ∈ Σ + we define infix(x 1 , . . . , x k ) as the set of k-tuple (a 1 y 1 , . . . , a k y k ), if x i = xa i y i x i , a i ∈ Σ and ∃j, m such that a j = a m , and as the set containing all the k-tuples (x, . . . , x) such that x is an infix of x j , otherwise.
We will compare suffix-representable graphs to infix-representable graphs in Section 5.1. The following example gives a connected infinite graph with finite degree which is both suffix and infix-representable. As a consequence, both the classes of suffix and infix-representable graphs strictly contain the class of firstrepresentable graphs. Example 2.7. Let G = (N, lab) be such that:
We show that G is suffix-representable and thus infix-representable. In fact, con- Fig. 1 ). Then, it easy to see that G is isomorphic to G.
It is worth noticing that the graph G from the above example is also isomorphic to gra
while in general gra(L, infix, P, lab) and gra(L, suffix, P, lab) are not isomorphic graphs. 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 We end this section with two interesting properties of f -representable graphs. The first one is related to the continuity of the function gra. Proposition 2.8. Let {gra(L n , f, P n , lab n )} n>0 be a succession of finite graphs such that L n ⊆ L n+1 , P n ⊆ P n+1 and lab n ≤ lab n+1 . Then, it holds that lim n gra(L n , f, P n , lab n ) = gra( n>0 L n , f, n>0 P n , lim n lab n ).
Proof. The above statement is a direct consequence of the fact that the succession of finite graphs {gra(L n , f, P n , lab n )} n>0 is monotonic.
The second property gives a normal form for f -representable graphs for f ∈ {first, suffix, infix}.
which is isomorphic to G and such that for i = 1, . . . , m either:
Proof. Directly from the definitions and the properties of r-FAs.
Equational graphs vs. suffix-representable graphs
In this section, we briefly recall the notion of the equational graphs as defined in [7] , then we compare their expressive power to our representation and give a way to obtain an automata-based description of an equational graph. At this aim we start recalling the definition of an n-graph and some graph operations.
An n-graph is a tuple G = (V, E, lab, src) where (V, lab) is a graph with set of hyper-edges E, said the graph of G, and src is a total mapping from {1, . . . , n} into V . For the n-graphs we will use some definitions given for graphs, and in particular the quotient of an n-graph and the notion of subgraph are defined in an analogous way as for graphs.
Let G = (V, E, lab, src) and G = (V , E , lab , src ) be respectively an n-graph and an n -graph such that V ∩ V = ∅ and E ∩ E = ∅. The disjoint union of G and G , denoted by G⊕G , is defined as the (n+n )-graph (V ∪V , E∪E , lab∪lab , src ) where src is the mapping defining the sequence which is the concatenation of the sequences defined by src and src . Moreover, let f : {1, . . . , m} → {1, . . . , n} be a total mapping, the src-redefinition map σ f is defined as
Roughly speaking, the substitution of G for the edge ((v 1 , . . . , v n ), a) in G consists of the deletion in G of an a-labelled edge linking the tuple (v 1 , . . . , v n ) and the gluing of G and G by the fusion of v i with src (i), for i = 1, . . . , n . Note that the n-graph G is the result of the deletion in G of one of the a-labelled edges linking (v 1 , . . . , v n ). The above n-graph substitution can be generalized by defining a substitution of all the edges which have a given label. Thus, for i = 1, . . . , m let G i be an n i -graph and a i ∈ ∆ be such that τ (a i ) = n i . We denote with G[a 1 ← G 1 , . . . , a m ← G m ] the result of simultaneously substituting G i for every edge which is labelled by a i in G.
A graph expression of type n is defined from symbols in a ranked alphabet (∆, τ), by means of the operators⊕,θ δ andσ f whose meaning is obtained by the meaning of the corresponding operators on n-graphs. In fact, to each graph expression e of type n it is possible to associate a n-graph, denoted with val(e), which represents the evaluation of the expression e. By considering some unknowns in the set ∆, graph equations and systems of graph equations are defined in an obvious way. A solution to such a system is a tuple of graph expressions whose depth (i.e. the nesting of the operators) may be infinite. As matter of fact, there exists an evaluation mapping which associates a unique (up to an isomorphism) n-graph to an infinite graph expression and we denote it again with val. More details can be found in [7] .
Let S be the system of graph equations u 1 = e 1 , . . . , u m = e m in the unknowns u 1 , . . . , u m . If S satisfies the Greibach condition (that none of the e i is an unknown), then S has a unique solution (U 1 , . . . , U m ) and the graphs of the elements of the m-tuple (val(U 1 ), . . . , val(U m )) are said equational graphs [7] .
In the following, S = u 1 = e 1 , . . . , u m = e m is a system of graph equations in the unknowns u 1 , . . . , u m and satisfying the Greibach condition, (U 1 , . . . , U m ) is its solution and the n h -graphs val(e h ) = (V h , E h , lab h , src h ) are such that, for all i = j, V i ∩ V j = ∅ holds. Without loss of generality we can suppose that for each unknown u i and for each graph expression e j , there is at most one occurrence of u i in e j . Furthermore, we denote with unk(e j ) the set of the indexes of the unknowns appearing in e j and we will use the projection functions π h k (e j ) to denote the k-th vertex of the edge labelled by u h in the graph val(e j ).
For each i = 1, . . . , m we can define the structure of U i according to the system S as the tree struct S i : dom(struct S i ) → {e 1 , . . . , e m } such that:
Note that the tree struct S i captures the order of the substitutions which are necessary to obtain U i . To show that every equational graph is suffix-representable, we observe that an equational graph, say the graph of val(U i ), can be seen as the limit of a succession of graphs. In fact, let the n-graphs G j be defined as:
, . . . , u m ← val(e m )] for every j > 0.
Let G j be the graph obtained from the graph of G j , by deleting the edges labelled by the unknowns. Trivially, for all j > 0 the relation G j ⊆ G j+1 holds and the graph of val(U i ) is equal to lim j G j .
Let lab be defined in such a way that if there exists an h such that
As a consequence of a substitution, some vertices are collapsed according to an equivalence relation. Thus the substitutions given by struct S i induce an equivalence relation on L . We define a mapping sho : L → L with the meaning that sho(x) is the shortest string in the equivalence class of x and this string will denote the vertex obtained by gluing all the vertices in this equivalence class. Then, by the substitutions a vertex x will be replaced by the vertex sho(x). Formally, for all
, if struct S i (x) = e j and v = src h (k), and
• sho(xv) = xv, otherwise. In the following we will denote with sho −1 n (x) the set sho −1 (x) ∩ L n and with L n and P n the sets: and suf (x 1 , . . . , x k ) ∈ E}. Furthermore we denote with lab n the total mapping defined as: . . . , y k ) for all x 1 , . . . , x k ∈ L n+1 . Note that, directly from the above definitions, it holds that L n ⊆ L n+1 , P n ⊆ P n+1 and lab n (x 1 , . . . , x k ) ≤ lab n+1 (x 1 , . . . , x k ). The above definitions are used in the proof of the following theorem:
Proof. Let us consider the graph of val(U i ) and let L be the language sho(L ), P be the set {suf (sho(xv 1 ), . . . , sho(xv k ))/x ∈ dom(struct S i ) and (v 1 , . . . , v k ) ∈ E} and lab be defined as lab(suf (x 1 , . . . , x k )) = yj ∈sho −1 (xj ) lab (y 1 , . . . , y k ). By Proposition 2.8 the graph gra(L, suffix, P, lab) is the limit of the succession {gra(L n , suffix, P n , lab n )} n>0 . Moreover, it is possible to prove that the graph G n is isomorphic to gra(L n , suffix, P n , lab n ). As a consequence of the above fact and by Proposition 2.2, we obtain that the graph gra(L, suffix, P, lab) is isomorphic to the graph of val(U i ). Further, note that the language L is regular and prefix-free. In fact, by the definition of sho, L can be seen as
. . , n h and e h = struct S i (x)}. To complete the proof we have only to show that P is the finite union of the languages P such that P is regular in parallel and |lab(P )| = 1. At this aim, we define the mapping φ as φ(v 1 , . . . , v k ) = m j=1 {(w 1 , . . . , w k ) ∈ (V j ) k /∃h such that w h = src j (l) for all l = 1, . . . , n j and ∃x, y ∈ dom(struct S i ) such that sho(xv l ) = sho(yw l ), ∀l = 1, . . . , k}. φ(v 1 , . . . , v k ) is the set of the tuples (w 1 , . . . , w k ) ∈ (V j ) k , for j = 1, . . . , m, such that for some x and y the words xv l and yw l are replaced by the same word in L and at least one among yw 1 , . . . , yw k belongs to L. This implies that for all (w 1 , . . . , w k ) ∈ φ(E) and for all the tuples (x 1 , . . . , x k ), (x 1 , . . . , x k ) belonging to L k such that there exist x, x with sho(xw l ) = x l and sho(x w l ) = x l , it holds that lab(suf (x 1 , . . . , x k )) = lab(suf (x 1 , . . . , x k )). Then, we have that . . . , v k ) saves in its states, step by step and in the reverse mode, the sequence of the replacements (see the recursive definition of sho) that leads from a given suf (x 1 , . . . , x k ) to (xv 1 , . . . , xv k ) for some x (note that if x j is the longest word among x 1 , . . . , x k then xv j = x j ); then, A(v 1 , . . . , v k ) accepts a word if and only if it is able to rebuilt that sequence (i.e. such a sequence exists) and, thus, if and only if that word belongs to P (v 1 , . . . , v k ).
Notice that the above theorem holds even if we restrict P to the finite union of sets given by the product of regular languages. Moreover, the given proof provides a way to obtain a description of every equational graph in the notation of suffix-representable graphs. For example, if we consider the system u =σ f (θ δ (b⊕a⊕c⊕u)) where δ is {(1, 3) , (2, 6), (4, 7), (5, 8 )} and f : {1, 2} → {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} is defined as f (i) = i for i = 1, 2, then the graph obtained in that way is the one in Figure 1 .
The vice versa of the above theorem is not true. In fact there are graphs which are suffix-representable but not equational. 
It holds that the graph of G is not equational.
Proof. Let (∆, τ) be a ranked alphabet, 
Simple graphs vs. suffix-representable graphs
In [5] Caucal defines a family of simple graphs whose monadic theory is linearly reducible to the monadic second-order theory of two successors. This class of graphs strictly contains the equational simple graphs of Courcelle [7] , which is a proper subclass of the class considered in Section 3, and coincides with the class of equational graphs defined by Barthelmann [2] . In this section we briefly recall the definition of the Caucal graphs and we compare this class with the class of suffix-representable by graphs. To this aim we restrict to simple graphs.
Let ∆ be an alphabet, with ∆ we denote the alphabet {a/a ∈ ∆}. Let ∆, ∆ be two alphabets, we define a substitution as a mapping h : ∆ * −→ 2 ∆ * such that: = (V, lab) be a ∆labelled graph and h : ∆ * −→ 2 (∆∪∆) * be a substitution, we denote with h −1 (G) the graph (V, lab ) where lab : V 2 → MS(∆) is a total mapping such that, for every a ∈ ∆ and u, v ∈ V , lab (u, v) 
where lab(u, v)(a) = 1 if and only if v = ua for every u, v ∈ ∆ * and a ∈ ∆, that is Λ ∆ is the complete infinite |∆|-ary tree. Let L be a class of languages, the class of graphs REC L is defined as the set of graphs h −1 (Λ ∆ ) |L such that h : ∆ * → L ∩ 2 (∆∪∆) * is a substitution and L is a regular language on ∆. In [5] the classes REC F in and REC Rat are considered, where for F in and Rat denote respectively the classes of the finite and regular languages.
In the following two examples we exhibit two infinite graphs which are suffixrepresentable but are not in REC Rat . Fig. 2 ). It is easy to prove that G is isomorphic to G. 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 = (N, lab) be such that:
Then, G is suffix-representable. In fact, let G be the graph gra(L, suffix, P, lab ) Fig. 3 ). It is easy to prove that G is isomorphic to G. Proof. The first assertion directly follows from the definitions. For the second assertion, we observe that by the characterization of REC Rat shown in [5] , we have that REC Rat is contained in the class of suffix-representable graphs. The strict inclusion is a consequence of the fact that the graphs in the Examples 4.1 and 4.2 are suffix-representable and are not in REC Rat [5] . 
The class of infix-representable graphs
In this section we study the class of infix-representable graphs. We start giving an interesting property which relates a graph operation in this class to a language operation. Then we compare the infix-representable graphs to the suffixrepresentable graphs. Finally, we conclude solving some typical decision problems for graphs in the class of infix-representable graphs.
Graph substitution corresponds to a language concatenation for graphs represented via regular languages and the infix function. Let G = (V, lab) and
for v ∈ V , be graphs. Then, the graph obtained by substituting
• for x 1 , . . . , x k ∈ V and y i ∈ V xi , i = 1, . . . , k, lab (x 1 y 1 , . . . , x k y k ) is equal to lab x1 (y 1 , . . . , y k ) , if x 1 = . . . = x k , and is equal to lab(x 1 , . . . , x k ) , otherwise. This graph substitution is said uniform if we substitute the same unique graph for every vertex v. The following theorem states that uniform graph substitution corresponds to marked language concatenation in the representation of the graph. = gra(L, infix, P, lab) , G x = gra(L x , infix, P, lab) for x ∈ L and $ be a symbol not in the alphabet of L and L x for any x ∈ L. It holds that
Proof. We observe that the graph G[x ← G x ] x∈L consists of disjoint subgraphs each of them is induced by the vertices of some G x . Moreover, the edges connecting two vertices belonging to two distinct such subgraphs correspond to the G edges connecting the vertices that have been replaced by these subgraphs. We also observe that there is an obvious bijection from x$L x to L x and that gra(x$L x , infix, P, lab) is isomorphic to gra(L x , infix, P, lab). Furthermore, in graph gra(L , infix, P, lab) there is an edge connecting a vertex of gra(x$L x , infix, P, lab) to a vertex of gra(y$L y , infix, P, lab) for x, y ∈ L if and only if there is an edge in G connecting x to y. Thus we get that G[x ← G x ] x∈L is isomorphic to gra(L , infix, P, lab).
Notice that even if we apply many substitutions we do not add more than one new symbol.
Suffix-representable graphs vs. infix-representable graphs
In this section we compare the class of the suffix-representable graphs to that of the infix-representable graphs. We first observe that the following property holds for the suffix-representable graphs.
Proposition 5.2. Let G = (V, lab ) be the suffix-representable graph denoted as gra(L, suffix, P, lab). It holds that |lab (E G )| ≤ |lab(P )|.
Proof. By the definition of the function suffix, we have that each tuple has exactly a suffix. Thus by definition of suffix-representable graph we get that the number of different labels of a suffix-representable graph cannot be greater than the number of different labels for P .
Notice that the strict inequality holds in the above statement if some of the tuples in P are not suffixes of any of the tuples of G vertices. Moreover, this property may not hold for the infix-representable graphs as shown by the following example:
lab(a i , b i ) and, then, |lab (E G )| = ∞.
From the above example and lemma, it is clear that the suffix-based representation is not enough to express all the infix-representable graphs. Thus we have the following theorem:
Theorem 5.4. The class of suffix-representable graphs is strictly contained into the class of infix-representable graphs.
Proof. Let Σ be an alphabet, L ⊆ Σ * and P ⊆ r i=1 (Σ * ) i . Consider G = gra(L, suffix, P, lab) and $ ∈ Σ, then we have G = gra(L , infix, P , lab ) where L = L{$}, P = {(x 1 $, . . . , x k $)/(x 1 , . . . , x k ) ∈ P } and lab (x 1 $, . . . , x k $) = lab(x 1 , . . . , x k ). The strict inclusion is a consequence of Proposition 5.2 and the Example 5.3.
It is worth noticing that, depending on the graph, specifying the infix-based representation could be shorter than the suffix-based one or vice versa. Anyway, from the above proof the minimal infix-based representation is, in the worst case, slightly more expensive than the minimal suffix-based one (there is just a new symbol to add). On the other side, the suffix based representation could be much more expensive than the infix-based one and the following example gives some hint on this:
Example 5.5. Let n be a positive integer and T n be a complete n-ary 1-level tree whose edges are labelled by a. We define the graph G n as the graph consisting of infinite distinct components all isomorphic to T n . Let
We observe that any suffix-based representation for G n cannot have less than n pairs in P (less than n leads to insert edges among the components isomorphic to T n ). Then, a reasonable suffix-based representation for G n is (L n , suffix, {(y,
The interesting fact, stated by the following theorem, is that the weakness of the suffix-based representation with respect to the infix-based one is only related to the labelling. These two classes coincide on unlabelled graphs. Clearly, an f -representable unlabelled graph gra(L, f, P ) is the unlabelled graph such that L is the set of vertices and {(x 1 , . . . , x k ) ∈ V k /k ≥ 1, f(x 1 , . . . , x k ) ∩ P = ∅} is the set of hyper-edges.
Proposition 5.6. The class of suffix-representable unlabelled graphs is equivalent to the class of infix-representable unlabelled graphs.
The class of suffix-representable simple graphs is equivalent to the class of infixrepresentable simple graphs.
Proof. Consider the first assertion. One inclusion directly comes from Theorem 5.4. For the other inclusion consider G = gra(L, infix, m i=1 P i ) such that the property stated in Proposition 2.9 holds. We get that G = gra(L, suffix, P ) where P is the union of the P i 's such that (x 1 , . . . , x k ) ∈ P i implies x 1 = . . . = x k , and of the P i = {(x 1 y 1 , . . . , x k y k )/y 1 , . . . , y k ∈ Σ * , (x 1 , . . . , x k ) ∈ P i } where P i is such that for (x 1 , . . . , x k ) ∈ P i there is not a y ∈ Σ + such that x i = yx i for i = 1, . . . , k. In a similar way we can prove the second assertion.
Restricting to a finite language P , the infix-based notation is strictly more expressive than the suffix-based one on both labelled and unlabelled graphs, as shown in the following theorem:
Theorem 5.7. The class of graphs gra (L, suffix, P, lab) , where L is a regular prefix-free language and P is finite, is strictly contained in the class of graphs gra(L , infix, P , lab ), where L is a regular prefix-free language and P is finite.
Proof. By the same construction we used in the proof of Theorem 5.4, it holds that all the gra(L, suffix, P, lab) with a finite P belong to the class of graphs gra(L , infix, P , lab ) with a finite P . The strict inclusion is consequence of the fact that gra(L, infix, P, lab) has a finite degree if P is finite and, denoted as G n the graphs defined in Example 5.5, we have that lim n G n = gra(x * z * y, infix, {y, z}, lab).
Checking properties for infix-representable graphs
In this section we deal with some typical problems on graphs and, for the sake of simplicity, we briefly discuss some algorithms to solve them on simple graphs which are infix-representable, without self-loops and whose edges have all length 2. Since in this section we are not interested in the labelling of the edges, we will simply suppose that all the edges have the same labelling, that is the set P is such that |lab(P )| = 1. Furthermore, we will refer to well known results in the field of finite automata without recalling them (see [12] for a reference). In the following, we will denote with G an infix-representable graph gra(L, infix, P, lab) and with |A| and |v| we denote the size of a given automaton A and the length of a given word v, respectively.
Let A L and A P be respectively the finite automata that recognize L and P (note that A L is a usual finite automaton while A P is a 2-FA). From these two automata we can obtain a 2-FA A E recognizing the set of the edges of G, that is the set of pairs (u, v) such that u, v ∈ L and inf(u, v) ∩ P = ∅. Informally, A E , scanning the input pair, checks that the common prefix of the pair is a legal prefix for words in L, then on the first difference it simulates A P and continues the simulation of A L on both the sides of the input still to be scanned. Note that, the corresponding construction brings to a nondeterministic 2-FA that we denote with A E and whose size |A E | is quadratic in the size of A L and linear in the size of A P , that is |A E | = O(|A L | 2 |A P |). The nondeterminism of A E comes out from the fact that P accepts also pairs of words which have different lengths. Then, the following theorem holds:
The first problem we consider is the adjacency problem, so stated: "given two words u, v do they represent two adjacent vertices in G?"
To answer this question it is enough to check for the membership of (u, v) to the language accepted by A E and this can be done in linear time in the size of A E and in the size of (u, v), that is O (|A E |max(|u|, |v|) ).
Another interesting aspect of the infix-representable graphs is that the set of vertices which have entering edges and the set of the vertices which have exiting edges are both regular. In fact, it is possible to construct in time O(|A E |) the automata recognizing these languages. We omit the details of these constructions since they are simply the automata accepting the projections on the first and on the second components of L(A E ). In the following, we denote with A in the automaton accepting the vertices with entering edges and with A out the other one. We can use these automata to answer questions such as the existence of a source, a sink, a transient (i.e., with in-going and out-going edges), or an isolated vertex in the graph. In fact, we can check the existence of a source just checking the nonemptyness of L(A in ) ∩ L(A out ) and the other three problems can be handled in an analogous way. Except for the transient vertices, the corresponding algorithms are exponential since we need to construct the automata accepting the complementation of a language recognized by a nondeterministic finite automaton. In the case of transient vertices the algorithm takes time O(|A in ||A out |). If we are just interested in checking these properties for a given vertex v, we only have to check if v is a member of L(A in ) and L(A out ) and, in the worse case, this takes time O(|A E ||v|).
Analogous algorithms can be used to determine the degree of a given vertex v in a graph G. (Recall that the degree of a vertex v is the number of the edges incident on v and the degree of a graph is the maximum degree of its vertices.) In fact, we can construct the automaton accepting all the pairs (v, u), (u, v) ∈ L(A E ) starting from A E (it takes time O(|v||A E |)), and, then, check for the finiteness of the accepted language. If this language is finite we can count the words in it and, since the corresponding automaton is nondeterministic, this takes exponential time.
Now we consider properties concerning the degree of a graph. In the following we denote with n the number of states of A E and with deg(v) the degree of a given node v. As a direct consequence of results on regular languages we have the following remark: Remark 5.9.
1. The degree of G is 0 iff L(A E ) is empty. 2. The edges of the graph G are incident only to nodes v such that |v| < n iff L(A E ) is finite.
The following theorem states a necessary and sufficient condition for the infiniteness of the degree of an infix-representable graph. From this result an algorithm, running in O(2 |AE | ) time, can be obtained to decide whether the degree of a graph is infinite or not. Theorem 5.10. G has infinite degree iff there exists v ∈ L such that |v| < n and the degree of v is infinite. Proof. Given a 2-FA A, we denote an accepting run of A as a triple (s, w 1 , w 2 ) where s is a sequence of states (starting with the initial state and ending with a final state) which are entered by A when reading the pair of words (w 1 , w 2 ). With wo 1 and wo 2 we denote the projection of the second and the third component of the run, respectively.
Suppose that G has an infinite degree. Let u ∈ L such that deg(u) = ∞ and |u| is minimal. Suppose that |u| ≥ n. As a consequence, there exists a set R of A E accepting runs such that:
• |R| = ∞; • ∀r ∈ R, either (wo 1 (r) = u and |wo 2 (r)| > |u|) or (wo 2 (r) = u and |wo 1 (r)| > |u|); • ∀r, r ∈ R, the first component of r(i) is equal to the first component of r (i) for i = 0, . . . , |u|. Since |u| ≥ n, an A E cycle occurs in the first |u| triples of any r ∈ R. Thus by cutting such cycles in the runs belonging to R, it is possible to obtain a set of runs R that satisfy the above properties with respect to a word w ∈ L such that such that deg(w) = ∞ and |w| < |u|. Hence for all |u| ≥ n, u ∈ L, such that deg(u) = ∞ there exists a w ∈ L, |w| < |u|, such that deg(w) = ∞ and this contradicts the minimality of |u|. 
Conclusions
In this paper we have introduced a new way of specifying infinite hyper-graphs via regular languages. Our approach is similar to that used in [9] where the authors introduce a new representation of finite graphs. They use finite prefix-free languages of strings over alphabets which have themselves a graph structure. The strings of the language represent the vertices of the graph and there is an edge between two vertices if and only if the pair of the first two symbols, at which the two corresponding strings differ, is an edge in the alphabet. This approach applied to infinite graphs leads to a class of infinite graphs that either have an infinite degree (that is, there is a vertex with infinite edges incident on it) or are the disjoint union of infinitely many maximally connected subgraphs of finite size. Two interesting aspects in [9] are the use of prefix-free languages, which can be viewed as trees so that this approach presents the advantages of representing graphs by trees, and the relationships between graph operations and language operations (and then operations on the representation itself). Our aim was that of preserving these advantages also when infinite graphs are dealt with. We have also proved that the class of the equational graphs and the class of simple graphs introduced in [5] are strictly contained into the class of suffix-representable graphs. For the case of simple graphs, since the class of equational graphs is strictly contained in the simple graphs defined in [5] , our result on the strict inclusion of the equational graphs could have been obtained via the strict inclusion of that class of graphs. However, our direct proof provides a way to obtain the representation of a given equational hyper-graph in the notation of suffix-representable graphs. We also introduce the class of infix-representable graphs and we discuss some properties and prove that it strictly includes the class of suffix-representable graphs.
Since the preliminary version of this paper appeared [13] some new results concerning this research have been published. In particular, it is worth mentioning the paper by Morvan [14] where he defines the class of rational graphs which can be characterized by binary relations recognized by rational transducers. This class turns out to be more general that the class of infix-representable graphs. In fact our class can be characterized by relations recognized by rational transducers with a bounded delay (that is the distance between the two heads of a 2-FA recognizing the corresponding relations cannot read, on the respective tapes, two locations which are arbitrarily far from each other). The results presented in Section 5.2 can be easily extended to this class of subgraphs.
As a future research we think that would be interesting to consider new classes of f -recognizable graphs. Moreover, introducing some constraints on P and lab, it is possible to determine some hierarchies whose investigation could give interesting hints on the use of this representation. Finally, we have considered some basic properties of graphs and sketched the algorithms to decide them on infixrepresentable graphs. It could be interesting, also, to consider in this class other problems, such as the existence of a path of a given length between any pair of vertices and, again, to determine the maximum size of a clique contained in the considered graph.
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